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Professors from
Memphis State University
offer their "Educated Guesses"
for 1990.
As the final
decade of the
20th century
approaches,
Memphis State
professors offer
prognostications
in areas ranging
from economy
to crime to
the arts.

Economy

Education

onditions favor a recession,
but that doesn't necessarily
mean economic problemsfor
the nation and the MidSouth in the early1990s, says a Mem
phis State economist.
"I think the reason so many econo
mists believed a recession was going
to happen — and expect one in1990 —
is that the conditions for a recession
have been ripe for at least the last two
years," said Dr. David Ciscel, professor
of economics and associate dean of
the Fogelman College of Business and
Economics.
"That doesn't mean we're going to
have a recession. We have been wrong
for the past two years," he added.
The debt situation, the collapse of
the housing and automobile sectors
and consumer panic collectively could
cause recession, says Dr. Ciscel. Lowcost energy sources have helped the
country avoid major economic prob
lems thusfar, andconsumer confidence
may help prevent a recession in the
future.
Dr. Ciscelsays peopledo notremem
ber therecessions of1974-75and 197980 andthe economicfactors thatcaused
them.
One of these factors is rising debt.
While some economists predict that
debt overloads will destroy 30 or 40
major corporations in the first few
years of the '90s, Dr. Ciscel main
tains that these bankruptcies will not
affect the economy as a whole.
But he believes there are signs that
consumers will continue their confi
dence and keep the economy healthy.
"I think the good news for 1990 is
that thereseems tobe no overall down
ward trend in the U.S. economy," he
said.

Major changes in school funding
head the list of 1990predictions by the
dean of MSU's College of Education.
Long-overdue reforms in school fund
ing will probably grow out of a seriesof
lawsuits begun in 1989, forecasts Dr.
Nathan Essex.
In Tennessee, Kentucky and other
states, rural school districts are going
to court to challenge traditional prop
erty tax-basedschool fundingsystems,
said Dr. Essex. School systems with
low tax bases want a more equitable
method ofdistributing education fund
ing, and the courts seem to agreewith
them, he said.
"I think you are going to see mean
ingful reforms with respect to the way
schools are funded," he said. "And it
probably will lead to additional taxa
tion."
Dr. Essexsays childrenin poorschool
districts deserve an equal chance at a
good education with their peers who
attend well-financed schools.
"One of the stumbling blocks is
court-ordered desegregation, but if
we can work around that, we will see
parents making the choice on the
basis of where they live and the qual
ity of the schools," he said.
Dr. Essex also sees business, com
munity organizations and social
institutions taking a greater role in
education in the future.
"Schools have increasingly tried to
fill the void left by the erosion of the
family unit,"he said."You will see that
reflected in the curriculum."
In addition,Dr. Essexsays demands
for massiveeducation reformhave thus
far been focused on public elementary
and secondary education. He believes
college and university administrators

C

continued, on page 28
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A CAPITOL
Idea

For nearly two decades,
select groups of students from
MSU have participated
in a program that
promotes the University
and provides interns with
valuable hands-on experience
in state government.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

F
At right: Memphis
State interns
Jeannie Young,
Frip Flanagan
and Christy
Lockhart take a
break from
legislative duties
to visit with
Gov. McWherter.
(Photos by State
of Tennessee
Media Services)

or a moment the room is
silent, politicians motionless
as they listen to the opening
prayer.
The gavel falls.
A cluster of students — legislative
interns from Memphis State Univer
sity — watch expectantly as
Tennessee's 96th General Assembly
convenes. This semester, Capitol Hill
will be their classroom and legislators
will be their instructors.
For nearlytwo decades, select MSU
students have earned college credit
through legislative internships. The
program, which has served as a proto
type for other programs across the
state, was established in 1972 by
former MSU President Cecil C.
Humphreys.
In addition to promoting the Uni
versity, the program allows students
to learn firsthand about state govern
ment.
"It's one of the best kept secrets at
Memphis State,"said AlanCrone, who
participated in MSU's legislative in
ternship program in 1986 before en
rolling in the Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law. "The most valuable
thing I learned from the experience
was howthe legislative process works.

It was a great way to get credit, and I
discovered more about state govern
ment than I evercould havelearned in
a regular classroom."
Duties of legislative interns range
from answering constituents' letters
and attending committee meetings to
leading Brownie troops on tours of
Legislative Plaza. Dr. James King,
chairman of the political science de
partment and coordinator of MSU's
legislative internship program, says
that the interns' presencehas become
crucial to Shelby County legislators,
since legislative staffs are small and
the workload immense.
Gayla Kirksey, a free-lance jour
nalist and formerintern, is interested
in writing about politics. She saw the
internship program as a way to learn
more about government.
"I thought it wouldbe a goodway to
learn about politics from the inside,"
she said. "Too often, journalists are
outsiders — they don't really under
stand how things work. As an intern,
I learned about government through
osmosis."
Anne-Marie Speight, a psychology
major who participated in the pro
gram during her senior year at MSU,
continued on page 28
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It's a trophy. A
method of
communication. A
form of personal
advertising. One
Memphis State
marketing professor
has discovered that
an unlikely article of
clothing has earned
a place of
prominence in
society. It's not just a
T-shirt anymore.

Photo by Carol Neal Reber

he ubiquitous T-shirt has
replaced the enemy's scalp
as a proof of a conquest in
American society, a Mem
phis State University professor says.
"Throughout history, we humans
have brought back things to showthat
we've been someplace or that we've
won a battle," said Dr. T. Bettina
Cornwell of MSU's Fogelman College
of Business and Economics.
"In modern society, wesettle forthe
T-shirt," she said. "It has become an
expression of identification — a
method of communicating some
thing about yourself."
Dr. Cornwell, an assistant profes
sor of marketing, recently completed
a study of how T-shirts have become
tied to culture, behavior and symbol
ism in American society.She said the
project is an example of how market
ing research has been expanding in
recent years.
"For years, we were oriented to
ward people'sdecision-making— why
they decide to buy a product," Dr.
Cornwell said. "That was the bottom
line."
Consumer behaviorresearchers are
now as interested in questions about
how consumers use the product as
why the product was purchased, she
said.
Dr. Cornwell, a graduate of Florida
State Universitywith adoctorate from
the University of Texas, became in
trigued with T-shirts in 1988 when
she was helping a charity organize a
race. Entrants were offered souvenir
T-shirts emblazoned withthe name of
the race and the sponsoring group.
"I saw people who obviously had
invested more psychic energy than a
T-shirt wasworth ina monetarysense.
They wereadamant aboutgetting their
shirt," she said. "The T-shirt was
important to them."
Dr. Cornwell, who has conducted
sports marketing research, decided to
examine how the T-shirt has become
more than just an article of wearing
apparel.
She wassurprised, she said,to learn

that her own wardrobe contained 30
T-shirts. Other people were asked to
inventory their T-shirt collections for
the project.
In her own collection, Dr. Cornwell
found seven T-shirts related to aca
demic affiliations, six from athletic
events, seven from travel or vacation
and four bearing the names of
products.
"It wasinteresting thatthose shirts
found inthe laundrybasket, thewash
ing machine and gym bag could be
deemed most currently self-expres
sive," Dr. Cornwell wrote inan article
published in Advances in Consumer
Research. "...Those shirts foundin the
bottom drawer archives were in many
ways a shell of my former self."
In the ancient history department,
Dr. Cornwell discovered a "Gary Hart
for President" T-shirt.
"Now, stripped of its deeper
meaning, this shirt was reduced to
functionality (to be worn under
sweaters for warmth)," she wrote.
Reports from other participants in
the research project reflectedinterest
in amateur sports, volunteer activi
ties, hobbies,rock concerts and travel.
"As a species, humans throughout
history have been fond of bringing
home souvenirs of conquests," Dr.
Cornwell wrote. "Savage warriors of
the head-hunting type returned from
the hunt with fragments of the hu
man enemy and were proud of these
trophies which represented prowess
in war.
"Modern urban conquests do not
depend on bringing backscalps...Most
must settle for the perennial T-shirt
as tangible proof of theirparticipation
and conquest, if not over others, as
least over the clock," she wrote.
T-shirts havebecome farmore than
simple articles of apparel, Dr. Cornwell said. They function as trophies,
souvenirs, methods of communication
and forms of personal advertising.
"People can use theseshirts to con
struct a meaning — communication
that tells others who you are," she
continued on page 30

D

uring the spring of 1968,
nearly 1,300 Memphis
sanitation workerswalked
off the job and into a maelstrom of
social upheaval. For almost three
months, this local conflict became the
national focus of the civil rights move
ment — and the city of Memphis a
familar scene to audiences worldwide.
Today, as historians and research
ers examine conflicts of that era,
Memphis StateUniversity hasbecome
an important source of information
regarding one community's efforts to
deal with an explosive situation.
Housed in the Mississippi Valley
Collection at the MSU Library, "The
Memphis Multi-Media Archival Proj
ect: The 1968 Sanitation Workers'
Strike" documents events surround
ing the strike. The collection includes
hundreds of audio tapes, films, news
paper files, photos and related printed
materials from the time period of the
strike — Feb. 12 through April 16,
1968.
People from around the globe come
to MSU tostudy this information. The
collection recently served as a source
of documentary film for the Public
continued oi<n page 29

Photos by Dr. F. Jack Hurley, Sam
Melhorn, Barney Sellers, Bob Williams,
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For hundreds of
years, painters have
used brushes,
potters have
manipulated wheels
and sculptors have
brandished chisels.
Now Memphis
State's art students
are wielding a new
tool to produce
images — the
computer graphics
system.
By Elizabeth W. Marshburn
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The design for "Hidden Symmetry " "
pi'oiiileod on the computer iitid output us «
thermal print. This tcorh by -James Wutl'ins
is currently being exhibited at the
HUH) National Computer Graphics
Association Art Exhibition

Watkins adds finishing
touches to video
animation he produced
for the Hemophilia
Foundation.
(Photo by Art Grider)

M

illions of stars hurtle
across the television
screen, creating an illu
sion of space travel. A
silver object appears in the distance.
As it whirls closer and closer, the ob
ject becomes distinguishable— as the
logo of a movie production company.
"You can'twatch televisionfor more
than five minutes without seeing
computer graphics and animation,"
said James F. Watkins, professor of
art anddirector ofthe videolaboratory
at Memphis State University."Practi
cally all the titles you see now on TV
shows are done with computer graph
ics systems. The static image you see
over the shoulder of a newscaster on
the evening news is also created by
computer graphics."
At MSU, art students are learning
to produce animated images by
combining artistic talent with tech
nological know-how.
"Memphis State has, without ques
tion, some of the most sophisticated
and advanced equipment and
software for producing professionalquality video andcomputer graphics,"
said Watkins. "Our students learn to
use computers as tools for designing
and producing visual images. The
computer allows them to produce this
work with enormous speed and total
freedom of editing."
Graphic designersuse computersin
the same way traditional artists use
paintbrushes andcanvas. Thedesigner
draws on a tablet with an electronic
stylus that transfers images to the
computer screen.
Artists and designers use comput
ers because of their speed, editing
flexibility and storage capabilities.
Watkins says the new technology is
revolutionizing the graphic arts field.
"Suppose you're designinga logofor
a client,"said Watkins.'You showhim
the rough sketch, and he says, 'That
looks prettygood, butI thinkyoushould
change this thing right here.' It may
take along time to make thechange —
especially if it involves a color change

or proportionalchange. Andthat's time
somebody's got to pay for.
"If we're usinga computer graphics
system and the client says he'd like to
see something a little larger, we may
need only five seconds to make the
change. Then the new version can be
stored while we try some other vari
ations — notonly inproportion, place
ment and style, but also in color and
contrast. Every variable that exists
may be changed very quickly before
his eyes."
While high-speed computers may
increase productivity, they cannot
bestow creativity on their users.
Production facilities that buy ex
pensive computergraphics equipment
often "save"money by assigning engi
neers or technicians to operate the
systems. Rather thanhiring an artist,
company executives assume the com
puters always produce exceptional
images. Theexecutives, says Watkins,
are usually disappointed.
"One misconception is that a com
puter can compensate for a lack of
imagination," said Watkins."Nothing
could be further from the truth. A
computer has no aesthetic taste and
will only do what it's told. It will do it
faster, but it still requires a creative
mind, an imagination and the ability
to discriminate betweenpoor andgood
design standards.
"So the computer will not make a
poor artist a better one. It will just
allow him to produce more poor art
more quickly."
In MSU's typographydesign studio
—where studentsare taught the prin
ciples and elements of type and page
composition — the finished product is
printed on paper. Butin Watkins' lab,
the design projects are stored on vide
otape. He says graphic design stu
dents should be familiar with both
areas of the profession.
"Although some of ourstudents will
never produce video animation them
selves, some of them may commission
it tobe done, ormay be involved as art
continued on page 30
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Photos by Dr. Michael L. Kennedy

A 623-acre preserve in northern
Shelby County — the bequest of
newspaper editor Edward J. Meeman
— provides Memphis State scientists
with a living laboratory
for ecological study.
By Les Seago
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ts lush forest andplentiful wildlife once made the estate a
perfect hideaway for a wealthy
newspaper editor with a passion for conservation. But today the
property is an outdoor laboratory and
classroom where new generations of
scientists and conservationists are
being nurtured.
For 23 years, the Meeman Biological Field Station has been a place for
Memphis State University scientists
to search for answers to nature's mysteries. With problems of global warming, endangered species and holes in
the ozone layer claiming more of the
public's attention, the field station's
role in ecological research is bound to
grow, says Dr. Michael Kennedy.
"I get excited about the prospects,"
said Dr. Kennedy, professor of biology
and director of the 623-acre field station innorthern ShelbyCounty. "What
we have out there is unique. It's a
combination of resources that would
be hardto duplicatetoday atany price."
Located near Meeman-Shelby Forest State Park, the field station once
was home to Edward J. Meeman,longtime editor of The Memphis PressScimitar. During the 1930s, Meeman
assembled several tracts of woodland
and agricultural property and built a
large, rambling house where he lived
until his death in 1966. Instrumental
in establishing the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, Meeman
also influenced the designation of the
forest aroundhis homeas astate park.
Shortly after Meeman's death, Dr.
Cecil C.Humphreys, then president of
MSU, convinced theMeeman Foundation trustees to donate the Shelby

Forest property to the University. The
agreement also provided $200,000 to
help construct the Meeman Journalism Building in the center of the
Memphis State campus,
During the next two decades, the
Meeman-Shelby Forest property developed into a research site where
faculty members could study trees,
erosion, wildlife habitat, the life cycle
of salamanders, the breedinghabits of
frogs and other issues. The field station was also used for biology classes
and week-longretreats wherestudents
were exposed to the study of wildlife
and plants in their natural habitat,
"You can't do research like this in
the laboratory," said Dr.Kennedy, who
specializes in wildlife studies. 'You
have to get out in the field. And what
we have at the field station is anideal
situation."
As the 1990s begin, the Meeman
Field Station is likely to assume a
greater role in Memphis State's biological and ecological research, says
Dr. Kennedy,
"The 1990s will be the decade of
ecology," he said. "Global warming,
the ozone layer, destruction of wetlands, the rain forests in South America — these are issues that heads of
state are talking about."
"Environmental studies are a
strength of our graduate research
program and the Meeman Biological
FieldStationisanassetinmanyways,"
said Dr. James Payne, chairman of
MSU's biology department.
Because of its diverse environment, the Meeman Field Station
provides an ideal location for several
continued on page 31
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With more than
30 programs and
activities adding
international
flavor, Memphis
State is
expanding its
scope beyond
Tennessee and
the United States
— to the world.
By Les Seago

J

et planes and modern communications are
turning MemphisState Universityinto aninter
national institution.
Memphis State students will be attending
classes inSpain andEngland thissummer. MSU profes
sors are teaching at universities in Hong Kong and
Czechoslovakia.
A new agreement with a Frenchuniversity will per
mit MemphisState studentsto spenda yearstudying in
France and earthquake scientists from MSU are plan
ning a research project in New Zealand.
More than 500 foreign students representing 45 na
tions ranging from Australia to Zambia are studyingat
Memphis State in fields as diverse as art, business,
chemistry and engineering.
The effort to add aninternational experience to edu
cation at Memphis State is no accident, says the
University's vice president for academic affairs.
"If we are to continue offering a quality education,
Memphis State has to expand its horizons beyond Ten
nessee and the United States," said Dr. Victor Feisal.
"Today's transportation and communication systems
make it necessary for American students to know and
understand other people and other cultures if they are
to succeed in the modern world. We can't always teach
or learn those things from textbooks."
There are morethan 30 programsand activities with
international flavor at Memphis State. More are being
planned.
At MSU'sFogelman Collegeof Businessand Econom
ics, the Robert Wang Centerfor International Business
was established in1989 to serve MSU students and the
Mid-South business community, says Dr. Ben Kedia,
the center's director.
"We provide education in international business,"
said Dr. Kedia, who also occupies the Wang Chairof Ex
cellence in International Business. "We work with the
Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce and the Tennes
see Department of Economic and Community Develop
ment to develop export markets for state products."
Dr. Kedia says the centerhas alsobeen working with
state andfederal agencies to attractforeign investors to
"Research is an important part of what we do," he
said. "We look at the implications of social, cultural,
political, technical and economic changes in foreign
countries. All those things can affect business."
Dr. Kedia and Dr. Kanji Haitani, who holds the
Shelby County Chair of Excellence in International
Economics, frequently travel to Europe and the Far
East to establish contacts with industry and other
educational institutions.
Only a few years ago, there were few opportunities
for Memphis State students to study abroad, says
Dr. James MusKelley, the University's director of

Illustration by Jessica W. Anderson

continued on page 32
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B
More than 5,000
members of Memphis
State's student
population are age 30
or older. The
University offers a
wide variety of
programs and
services designed to
accommodate the
diverse needs of
these "nontraditional" students.

udding mathematiciansen
ter the College of Arts and
Sciences;prospective teach
ers enroll in the College of
Education; musicians enter the
College of Communication and Fine
Arts. But where is the niche for older
students whosecareer aspirationsmay
cut acrossdisciplinary lines — suchas
biomedical illustration or commercial
aviation or fire prevention technol
ogy?
"We're here to offer an opportunity
for students who are not going to be
best served by traditional departmen
tal programs," says Dr. Ramsey Fow
ler, who has been dean of Memphis
State's University College since 1980.
While moststudents enrolledin the
College are working adults, older stu
dents can also be found in every aca
demic area. At MSU,more than 5,000
students are age 30 or older. Many
members ofthis group completedsome

Above: Fred Rawlinson, adjunct professor in the
University College, explains medical illustration
techniques to a class of adult students.(Photo by Gil
Michael; photo at left by Carol Neal Reber)

college courses 15 or 20years ago, but
interrupted pin-suitof adegree towork
or raise families, says Dean Fowler.
Because adult students often face
the additional demands of work and
family, Memphis State has developed
several servicesto helpthem adjustto
a college environment. Administered
through thedivision ofstudent educa
tional services, the office of adult and
commuter student services addresses
concerns of older students and those
who live off campus.
"Adult students have manyfacets,"
says Julialynne Walker, director.
"Unless the University understands
all these facets, we cannothelp maxi
mize student roles. We look at the
entire lifestyle of the student."
One of the services offered through
Walker's office is "Warmline," a peer
counseling program. Due to career,
family or community responsibilities,
many adult students are unable to
attend orientation sessions or take
time to search for answers to ques
tions or concerns. Warmline provides
moral support.
"It's someone your own age being
available to you," says Walker.
Warmline counselors — graduate
students in counseling who receive
10 hours of instruction in telephone
counseling techniques—volunteer20
hours each semester to call fellow
students. Concerns range from
financial aid tips to informal discus
sions about academic problems.
In addition to Warmline, the office
of adult and commuter student serv
ices provides an Adult Information
Center that offers tutoring services,
as wellas informationon scholarships
available to adult students. The
Center also provides a place foradult
students to study or relax between
classes. In addition, a commuter mes
sage service relays messages to stu
dents while they are oncampus.
"In order tohave a successfulenvi
ronment for everyone, we have to
address their concerns,"says Walker,
whose roleat theUniversity combines
continued on next page
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the duties of personal counselor, aca
demic and financial aid adviser,
planner of family programming for
children of students and adviser to
the president of the Adult Student
Association.
Formed in 1982, the Adult Student
Association serves as an advocate for

—Ken Hays,
a 43- year-old print
management major
and president of
MSU's Adult
Student Asociation

non-traditional undergraduate and
graduate students. The groupidenti
fies problems of older students and
organizes forums to discuss those
problems. Representatives from the
organization serve on various Uni
versity committees to ensure that
adult concerns are addressed.
Many adult students also require
financial assistance inorder toreturn
to college.Walker's officeoffers schol
arship assistance to full-time and
part-time undergraduate adults
through the Adult Scholars Program.
Established in 1988, the program
provides maintenance fees to aselect
group of students. In addition, the
student financial aid office offers
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community college transfer scholar
ships to students with associate de
grees and minimum grade point aver
ages of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. Scholarship
recipients ineach categoryare selected
on the basisof academic achievement,
community involvement,academic and
professional goals, financial need and

"Getting adjusted
wasn't easy. I
wasn't very sure of
myself but I had
such a will to learn.
I found college is
simple if you just
have the drive to do
it. Going to college
has been one of the
most exciting things
I've done."

letters of reference.
Joy Marsh was among 15 Adult
Scholars ranging in age from 24 to 42
during 1988-89. A mother of seven,
she says "organization, cooperation,
lists and family meetings"helped her
manage a household while maintain
ing a 4.0 grade point average as a
sophomore special education major.
For almost 15years, the University
College hasprovided anacademic base
for more than 500 students who have
completed interdisciplinarydegree pro
grams leading to bachelor of liberal
studies (B.L.S.)and bachelorof profes
sional studies (B.P.S.) degrees.
Marsha Shine entered the Univer
sity College in January of 1982 and

received a B.P.S. in 1986. "I can still
remember how difficult it was for me
to return tothe college campus after a
26-year absence," she says. "Many
times I questioned whether a46-yearold woman inmultiple roles could also
excel in the academic world."
Shine, assistant director of Plough
Towers, earned a master of science
degree ineducational psychologyfrom
MSU's College of Education last May.
Her success is characteristic of
University College graduates. Ac
cording to a recent survey, almost half
of all the College's alumni attend
graduate school.
Career choices areas diverse as the
student body itself. While some sur
vey respondents indicated that they
were self-employed or retired, others
noted that they worked as marketing
consultants, fire service instructors,
mental health counselors, public rela
tions specialists, real estate agents,
investors, health care workers, envi
ronmental engineers or pilots.
"We've received a lot of enthusiasm
from the community," Dean Fowler
says. "We respond to the community
by looking for non-traditional ways
the University can serve the public."
Students entering the College may
either design their own degree cur
riculum or enter an established
program. Individualized programs
have ranged from political communi
cation and classical civilization to
food administration and media sup
port systems.
Group guidelines have been estab
lished in such areas as paralegal
services, alcohol and drug abuse serv
ices, printing management, services
for the aging, Judaic studies and
human services.
Students wishing to enroll in the
University College undergo a thor
ough screening process to ensure that
their needs are best met through in
terdisciplinary study. A contract/
advising committee helps each stu
dent design a study program. At least
15 of the 132 semester hours neces
sary for a baccalaureate degree must
be completed from the University
College curriculum. Every student in
the College must also demonstrate
proficiency of subject matter through
a nine-hour special project.
"The special project allows the

— Jeanne W.Bell,
a 44-year-old
business major

"Someone told me
how easy it was to
return to school
through MSU's Mini
College.
Administrators in
the College — as
well as teachers and
other students —
helped me, gave me
confidence and
made me think,
"Yes, I can do this!"

individual assistance to non-tradi
tional students confused by the
University's admission and registra
tion procedures.
In addition to meeting the specific
needs ofthe Memphiscommunity, the
University College makes programs
available toresidents ofthe Mid-South
through the Jackson (Tenn.) Center
and the new Higher Education Alli
ance in Crump, Tenn.
"My visionfor theCollege isto seeit
become a comprehensive college of
lifelong learning," says Dean Fowler.
"From the very beginning, its role
was to work as individually as pos
sible with students who had a real
interest intheir owneducation. We've
been true to that." ®
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student to take significant learning
from the individualized major and to
focus iton a problem or project of some
importance," Dean Fowler says. "Of
ten, students take theireducation and
apply it to some perceived need in the
community."
Pat McClain, manager of patient
relations for Methodist Hospitals,
compiled a Patient Representative
Management Manual as her special
project. "I wanted to provide a better
resource manual," she says.
McClain returned to MSU in the
spring of 1987 "to finish tying the
shoelaces." She wanted to improve on
services offered through Methodist
Hospital as well as complete her bac
calaureate degree.
She graduatedfrom MSUin August
of 1988 with abachelor ofprofessional
studies degree, after earning the Dis
tinguished Special Project Award
presented annually by the College.
Another way in which the Univer
sity Collegeaccommodates itsstudents
is through the Mini College, designed
for older adults who are entering col
lege for the first time or returning
after years of absence. In addition to
offering aschedule ofentry-level credit
courses, the Mini College provides

— Annie Mae Benson,
a 54-year- old home
economics major

"I've always
wanted to finish
college and become
a teacher. When I
went back to
school, most of my
ten children were
grown. I told them,
'I'm going back to
school and I can't
give you the
attention I once
could— you're
going to have to
work with me.'
They said, 'Go for
it, Mom, that's
great!' They have
been very
supportive, and my
husband has, too."

Profile

Jessie Boone

Jessie Boone (second row,
third from left) joins other
members of the Kappa
Lambda Sigma literary
society on the front steps of the
Administration Building.

By Elizabeth W. Marshburn

I

Memphis State's
tradition of
academic
excellence began
just after the turn
of the century,
when the West
Tennessee State
Normal School
opened its doors
to aspiring
teachers. Seventyeight years after
her arrival on
campus, Jessie
Boone reminisces
about her
experiences at
WINS.

n September of 1912,
Democrat Woodrow
Wilson was cam
paigning forthe pres
idency. Americans were
mourning victims of the
Titanic disaster. And seven
miles east of Memphis, the
West Tennessee State Nor
mal School was openingfor
business.
Jessie W. Boone, a 14year-old from Trenton,
Tenn., was among the stu
dents enrolling in the new school. At
WTNS, Boone would complete high
school course work and graduate with
a certificate allowing her to teach ele
mentary school.
"I was doomed to go there, for my
mother worshipped the president,
Mr. Seymour Mynders," said Boone,
who now lives in an apartment overlookingOvertonParkinMemphis. "My
mother went to school with Mr.
Mynders when she was a little girl.
She adored him, and she decided I
would go there, because she would
trust mewith aman likeMr. Mynders."
When her train arrived at Normal
Station, Boone was met by a faculty
member who escorted her to campus.
Enrollment procedures were simple.
While tuition was free, Boone was
required to remit a $2 registration fee
and $39.50 per semesterfor room and
board. After leaving the bursar's
office, she followed the instructions
detailed in the school's Bulletin:"Sec
ondly — Go to the office of the Dean
and fill out registrationcard... .Thirdly
— Secure all needed textbooks and
begin work at once."
Boone marveled at the modern
facilities, which had been advertised

as "strictly fire-proof, heated bysteam
and lighted by electricity." The Ad
ministration Building housed class
rooms, laboratories, administrative
offices and living quarters for male
students. Thewomen's dormitory,later
named Mynders Hall, was described
in the Bulletin asbeing "supplied with
modern equipment and...sanitary in
every respect."
"I lived in the dormitory," said
Boone. "Miss Lizzie Norment was
matron, and she was very strict. We
used toslip foodout of the dining room
and take it to our rooms. Everybody
had a chafing dish, and we'd cook up
there, even though it was against
the rules. I know we were horrible. If
I had been Miss Norment, I would've
resigned. When she would make her
rounds, we'dhide thechafing dishesin
our closets. We'd have food cooking
right in there with our clothes. I don't
know why we didn't burn the place
down."
The most popular boy on campus,
says Boone, was Ernest Ball, later
superintendent ofthe Memphis school
system andthe personfor whomMSU's
Ball Education Building was named.
"Ernest Ball was the Beau Brummell of the school," said Boone. "He
was a football player, and the girls
just adored him. Our football team
played high school teams here in
Memphis — and we always got beat.
Almost every time we had a game,
Ernest would get knocked out. Since
I've gotten olderand have moresense,
I believe hedid it on purpose. We girls
were very romantic, so everybody
would cry when Ernest was lying on
the ground. But then he always got
up and walked off the field."
After President Mynders' death in

"I know things have changed a
little since I attended
school there," she said. "But I
still have good
memories of my days at
Memphis State."
September of 1913, John Willard Brister was chosen to head WTNS. Boone
remembers Brister as being kind but
firm.
"I never willforget the daywe played
hooky from school," recalled Boone.
"On April Fools' Day, a whole crowd of
us — two or three dozen boys and girls
— decided that we'd have a real April
fool. Some people had cars, and others
rode the street car, which ended at
Memphis State. We spent the day at
Overton Park. We cut classes all day
and had an awfully good time.
"When we returned, we expected Mr.
Brister to just be loaded with punish
ment. The next morning we went to
chapel exercises. After the Bible read
ing, Mr. Brister got up. We all sat there
and trembled,for weknew hewas going
to punish us. Instead, he said, Testerday was April first, a day that belongs
to one particular class of people. I
understand we had a lot of people who

were gone fromclass — andthey had
a wonderful time. Now April Fools'is
over...and I expect better.' That's all
he said about it.
"But we felt awfully silly sitting
there listening to him."
After graduating from WTNS in
1915, Boone attended Peabody Col
lege in Nashville. She continued her
studies at Columbia University in
New York, returning to Memphis in
1926. Bythis time,the NormalSchool
had become State Teacher's College
and a full, four-year college course
had beensubstituted forthe twoyears
of high schooltraining. AtSTC, Boone
completed coursework fora bachelor's
degree, graduatingin Augustof1926.
"I was coming back from a visit in
Knoxville oneday," saidBoone. "Miss
Charl Williams, who was county su
perintendent, was on the train. We
sat together. It was a long ride, and
she asked me what I was goingto do.

I thought she meant, What are you
going to do tomorrow?' But she said,
'No, with your life. What are you going
to do?' Well, right at that time I was
very much in love. But she said, Why
don't you try teaching a couple of
years before you settle down?' I said,
'I'd loveto, butI don'tknow where to go
to teach.' She said, Well, I'll take you
down with me.'
"So she gaveme a place to teachout
at Whitehaven. Now whether she ru
ined my life, or made it, I don't know.
But I liked teaching. And I stayed."
Boone says hereducation at WTNS
and STCprepared herwell fora fulfill
ing career as a public school teacher.
But some of her fondest memories are
of youthful exploits on the MSU cam
pus.
"I know thingshave changeda little
since Iattended schoolthere," she said.
"But I still have good memories ofmy
days at Memphis State." @
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Dr. Carpenter Honored

MSU Professor Named Educator of the Year

A

1949 graduate of Memphis
State was honored on Feb. 9
with the"Alumnus ofthe Year"award
from MSU's Fogelman College of
Business and Economics.
This year's award, which recog
nizes and honors an executive whois
a graduate of the MSU business col
lege, was presented to MSU's Presi
dent, Dr. Thomas G. Carpenter.
"We are privileged to honor one of
our own, an outstanding graduate
who enables us to stand a little taller
as a college and university," said Dr.
J. TaylorSims, dean of the Fogelman
College of Business and Economics.
Dr. Carpenter received a bachelor
of science degree in business adminstration from MSU. In August of
this year, he will have served as
president of his alma mater for 10
years. Following graduation from
Memphis State, he received his
master's degree in economics from
Baylor University in 1950 and a doc
torate from the Universityof Florida
in 1963.
Dr. Carpenter has more than 30
years of professional experience,
serving five institutions of higher
education. Prior to becoming MSU
president, he was president of the
University of North Florida.
The 1988 president of the South
ern Association of Colleges and
Schools, Dr. Carpenter has served as
a trustee of that association and is
involved in numerous education,
business and local civic activities.
His business affiliations include
membership on the boards of the
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Building Authority,Future Memphis
Inc., Memphis Partners Inc., First
American Bank, the Economics Club
of Memphis and membership in the
Memphis Rotary Club.
Dr. Carpenter is also active in the
Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts
of America, the March of Dimes
Advisory Board and the Great River
Carnival Board.

S

ales and Marketing Executives
International has chosen a Mem
phis Stateprofessor asits 1990 Educa
tor of the Year.
Dr. Thomas N. Ingram, who occu
pies the Sales and Marketing
Executives of Memphis Chair of
Sales Excellence at MSU, is one of
five people nationwide chosen for the
organization's 1990 awards.
Award recipients in other catego
ries are: author and lecturer Tom
Peters, Marketing Statesman of the
Year; Elizabeth P. Valk, publisher of
People magazine, Communicator ofthe

Year; VaughnL. BealsJr., chiefexecu
tive officer of Harley-Davidson Inc.,
Excellence in Marketing Award; and
John V. Roach,board chairman of The
Tandy Corp., Tops in Marketing
Award.
Dr. Ingram, a graduate of Auburn
University with a doctorate from
Georgia StateUniversity, hasheld the
Chair ofExcellence atMSUsince 1988.
The chair was established by the
Memphis chapter of Sales and Mar
keting Executives to support and
promote professional education and
research in the sales field.

Dr. Ingram, who taught previously
at the University of Kentucky, was
an oil company sales executive before
beginning his academic career. He is
the author of two books on sales
management with a third nearing
completion.
At MSU,Dr. Ingramteaches under
graduate courses, professional sales
seminars and directs a sales intern
ship program. He also serves as
chairman of the Sales and Marketing
Executives International accredita
tion committee.

Dr. J. Taylor Sims, dean of Memphis State's College of Business and Economics,
presents President Carpenter with the College's "Alumnus of the Year" award.
(Photo by Gil Michael)

Community Relations Wins CASE Awards
MSU Crime Rate Drops

A

t a time when many college cam
puses are experiencing a rise in
on-campus crime, the crime rate at
Memphis StateUniversity isdropping.
"Since 1987, the crime rate here at
Memphis State has declined by 46.1
percent," saidRoger Fowler, directorof
security andsafety services."MSU was
virtually violence-free in 1989."
Fowler said that of the 855incidents
reported to campus security last year,
only four involved any significant vio
lence or threat of violence.
Auto theft has also declined 61 per
cent since 1987, said Fowler. In 1989,
there were 30 auto thefts.
Fowler attributes the overalldecline
in campus crime to steps University
officials have taken over the past few
years to maintain the excellent record
of security and safety.
Among those steps are: training the
public safety officersin certifiedschools
that meetthe TennesseePeace Officers
Standards and Training Commission
guidelines; placing three marked pa
trol cars and one unmarked patrol car
in operation, creating higher visibility

for campus security officers; improv
ing the Tiger Patrol escort service by
extending its hours of operation and
increasing access to the service; and
replacing lowintensity mercuryvapor
lights in the parking lots and public
areas of campus with high intensity
sodium vapor lights.
Other stepstaken toreduce campus
crime include more educational pro
grams for the campus community on
how to avoid becoming a victim of
crime; the placement of control gates
on central campus parkinglots, which
limit access to those areas; the re
placement of locks, the addition of
closed circuit television cameras at
entrances and the use of more desk
workers in the residence halls; and
the implementation of a system to
track crime incidents by their loca
tions, time and day of the week.
Fowler said this tracking system
has yielded information that hisoffice
uses to concentrate crime prevention
activities and patrols, which has in
turn led to numerous arrests.

T

he Division of University Com
munity Relationswon five recog
nitions in the recent Communications
Awards competition of District III in
the Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE).
A Grand Award was given to photo
services for the cover of the winter
1989 edition of Memphis State Maga
zine. The cover, depicting a skull in
front of a map of Africa, was photo
graphed by Tom Wofford with assis
tance from Chuck LaMendola of me
dia relations and Gil Michael, photo
services director. The photo accompa
nied the story "Tracking Human
Evolution...A Family Tradition."
The media relations office won an
Award of Excellence in the films and
videotapes category for the student
recruitment video "Memphis State of
Mind," produced by video coordinator
LaMendola. Another media relations
entry, a series of four television spots
about MSU, garnered a Special Merit
Award in the television, advertise
ments and PSAs category.
The publications office won a Spe
cial Merit Award for Memphis State

Photo by Tom Wofford

Magazine's fall 1989 annual report
edition. The winning magazine fea
tured articles concerning MSU's
School of Accountancy, distinguished
alumni such as fashion designer Pat
Kerr and businessman Robert Wang,
and research projects conducted by
Memphis State faculty.
A second Special Merit Award was
given for an illustrationdone by publi
cations artist Jessica W. Anderson in
the fall1989 edition of Memphis State

Magazine. The drawing accompanied
the story "In the Boa's Grip — Break
ing the Constraints of Depression."
CASE is a national organization
whose mission is to advance under
standing and support ofeducation for
the benefit of society. Approximately
2,850 colleges, universities and inde
pendent elementary and secondary
schools in the United States, Canada,
Mexico and 20 other countries are
members of CASE.
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NEWSBITS
"Perspectives on Freedom:
Choices for the '90s"

MSU's Nursing School Named for Loewenbergs

T

Student Activist Continues Struggle for Freedom
66 I 1 erspectives on
A T F r e e d o m :
Choices for the '90s," a se
ries of lectures sponsored
by MSU's Student Activi
ties Council, brought sev
eral internationally-known
speakers to the Memphis
State campusduring spring
semester.
In January, Shen Tong,
a student leader in China's
pro-democracy movement,
discussed his experiencesat
Tiananmen Square andhis
escape tothe UnitedStates.
Nicholas Daniloff, former
Moscow bureau chief for
U.S. News and World Re
port, spoke at MSU about
freedom of the press in the
Soviet Union.
Pro-choice attorney
Sarah Weddingtonand prolife activistPhyllis Schlafly
debated the abortion con
troversy in February. Wed
dington was an attorney in
the landmark case of "Roe
v. Wade" before the U.S.
Supreme Court. Schlafly,
who writes a syndicated
newspaper column as well
as a monthly newsletter,
was instrumental in the
defeat of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
The series concluded
with a look at the political
transformation of eastern
Europe. Peter Mroczyk, cofounder of the Polish Soli
darity trade union and
executive director of Radio
Free Europe, discussed
recent events in that area
and theireffect onthe world
economy.
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The battle for democracy no longer
rages in Tiananmen Square, but the
citizens of the People's Republic of
China continue their quest for free
dom, according to student leader Shen
Tong.
"The next movementfor democracy
in China must build upon the founda
tions of Tiananmen Square," Tong
said, during the opening program of
MSU's "Perspectives '90" lecture se
ries. "And there will be a next move
ment."
The 21-year-old activist led a non
violent, pro-democracy student move
ment which culminated in the mas
sacre of thousands ofpeople last year.

Shen Tong

At MSU, Tong asked that the
American public continue to support
his countrymen, who are helpless at
the hands of their government.
"The universal truth for the Chi
nese people is thatgovernment comes
from the barrel of a gun," Tong said,
but predicted that Chinese citizens
will soon move closer to realizing
their dreams of freedom.
"We tasted it (freedom) briefly in
Tiananmen Square, and the taste
was sweet. So no matter where my
friends are — in labor camps or class
rooms, in exile or in hiding — this
sweet taste of freedom will linger in
their mouthsfor generations to come."

Daniloff Predicts Changes for Soviets

Mikhail Gorbachev will survive his
country's problems but will become
"tougher and meaner" in 1990, said
Nicholas Daniloffduring hislecture at
Memphis State.
"If 1989 was the year of eastern
Europe...1990 is going to be the great
test of Mikhail Gorbachev — and in

fact, a great test as to whether the
Soviet Union is goingto stay together
or whether it's going to disintegrate,"
he said.
Daniloff worked inMoscow for nine
years — as a correspondent for both
United Press International and U.S.
News and World Report. In 1986, as
retaliation for the arrest of a Soviet
spy in New York, Daniloff was seized
by the KGB on charges of espionage.
While the United States and Soviet
Union negotiated for his release,
Daniloff spent two weeksin Lefortovo
prison.
In hisspeech atMSU, Daniloffcata
logued the problems plaguing the
Soviet Union. He said Soviet citizens
feel alienated from their government
due to the mismanaged economy,
flawed agricultural system and over
burdened public health system.
Gorbachev expected the policy of
glasnost (openness) to close the gap
between between citizensand govern
ment, said Daniloff. Instead, freedom

of the press has spawned increasing
discontent among the populace.
"The Soviet press," said Daniloff,
"has begun writing articles that were
unimaginable two or three years ago
— articles which identify difficulties
in Sovietlife ortalk about prostitution
of teenagers, for example....These ar
ticles create a sense that society is
falling apart.It isresulting ina feeling
of demoralization in the Soviet citi
zens.
In spite of the problems facing his
administration, Gorbachev will con
tinue to lead the nation throughout
1990, saidDaniloff. Thejournalist cited
several reasons for his prediction,
including a Soviet army thatsupports
its leader and the lack of an obvious
replacement for Gorbachev.
"Frankly," said Daniloff, "I thinkhe
(Gorbachev) willsurvive. ManyAmeri
can publications have predicted that
Mr. Gorbachev's days are numbered.
But I think he will manage, because
he's an adept political operator."

he Tennessee Board of Regents
recently approved Memphis
State's recommendation to name the
University's School of Nursing in
honor of Memphians William A. and
Ruth F. Loewenberg.
"The Loewenbergs have a special
interest in our nursing program and
have served Memphis State for many
years," said Dr. Thomas G. Car
penter, MSU president.
"Last year, the family of William
A. and Ruth F. Loewenberg estab
lished a Chair of Excellence in
Nursing in honor of their parents,"
Dr. Carpenter said. "This was a
marvelous gesture of support for
that program, and it was partic
ularly significant for us since gener
ous private endowments for chairs in
nursing are relatively rare."
A University committee formed to
consider naming the School of Nurs
ing unanimously recommended that
it be named the Loewenberg School of
Nursing. William A. Loewenberg,
chairman of the board of Southern
Leather Company, where he has
served for more than 70 years, and
Mrs. Loewenberg have been involved
in a number of community activities.
Both were involved in preserving the
natural state of the Shelby County
Penal Farm and, alongwith members
of the Lichterman family, helped cre
ate the Lichterman Nature Center.
Mr. Loewenberg, a former board
member of St. Joseph Hospital, has
served on the St. Francis Hospital
board for more than 20 years. In
addition, he has been on the board of
directors for the Herbert Herff Trust
of MSU since its inception and a
member of the Memphis Area Cham
ber of Commerce for more than 60
years. The first honorary president of
the Sam SchlossLodge of B'naiB'rith,
he was instrumental in establishing
the Kansas Day Care Center, one of
the first day care centers inMemphis.
He also helped organize Runaway
House and Dogwood Village MECA,
and assisted in establishment of
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the Metro Memphis Shopping Center
for black entrepreneurs. In 1974, he
was cited forachievement in minority
assistance, receiving the Memphis
National Business League award.
Dedication ofthe LoewenbergSchool
of Nursing will be held in late April.

Philosophy Doctorate
Established
Memphis State has established a
Ph.D. program in philosophy as a re
sult of the growing call for philosophy
majors.
The program will go into effect this
fall.
MSU currently has a masters pro
gram inphilosophy andthe MossChair
of Excellence in Philosophy. Under
graduate enrollment in the discipline
has recently grown to 45 students.
In the next 10 years, there are ex
pected to be 10 jobs in the field of
philosophy forevery seven applicants,
according to educators.

Crystal Ball
continued from page 5

need toexamine theirown institutions
to see if they can withstand attack.
"Public education has been under
criticism for the past seven or eight
years," he said. "Higher education is
next. And we have to prepare for it."

Health Care Costs
American workers will be paying a
higher percentageof theirmedical bills
out of their own pockets during the
1990s, a Memphis State economist
says.
Dr. Howard Tuckman, distin
guished professor of economics in the
Fogelman Collegeof Businessand Eco
nomics, predicts that Congress will
tax employers' contributions to medi
cal insurance. Current laws exempt
most employee benefits — including
hospitalization andmedical insurance
plans — from taxation.
"Studies indicate that when you
raise theprice theindividual paysfrom
his own pocket, it makes the individ
ual think twice about using the serv
ice," said Dr. Tuckman, who special
izes in health care issues. "It is one
way to control costs."
While the tax proposal has failed to
win much support in Congress, Dr.
Tuckman believes rising costs will
probably force lawmakers to levy the
tax before the decade is over.
"Health care as a percentage of our
gross national product is above 11
percent," Dr. Tuckman said."To date,
efforts to make costs slow down have
been questionable,at best.Aging, drug
problems andAIDS alloperate toraise
the costs of such care."
Medicare for the elderly and Medi
caid for low-income families will seize
a growingshare ofthe nationalbudget,
he says, and private insurance plans
are likely to become more restrictive.
In addition,Dr. Tuckmanpredicts that
care of the indigent will continue to
burden hospitals and governments.

Crime
Americans face tough decisions
during the 1990s about paying for a
fight against an illusoryfoe in the war
against crime, a panel of Memphis
State professors says.
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"We have less reported crime (now)
than we didin 1980," said Dr. Michael
Blankenship, anassistant professorof
criminology andcriminal justice."But
crime isa popularsubject totalk about,
so people perceive that we have a cri
sis."
Although drugs are a continuing
problem inAmerican society,the panel
says, their effect oncrime is also exag
gerated.
Dr. Jerry Sparger, criminology
department chairman, believes much
of the overcrowding in American jails
and prisonscan beattributed tolonger
sentences for criminals and a reluc
tance to grant probation for some of
fenses.
"We are sending more people to jail
than we did, but that doesn't mean
that more crimes are being commit
ted," he said.
Dr. Sparger says the homicide rate
is about what it was during the 1930s.
Statistics indicate that violent crimes
actually decreased by about eight
percent between 1976 and 1985.
"People aregoing tohave todecide if
they really wantto continue spending
large sums of tax money for law en
forcement and jails by cutting spend
ing for such areas as education, medi
cal care and housing," he said.

mass migration from East Ger
many, Hungary, Poland and Czecho
slovakia, even though thousands
have already fled to the West.
"Many of these people left very nice
apartments, jobs, good health care,"
Dr. Secher said."In a socialistwelfare
state, everything is taken care of. In
West Germany, if their teeth hurt,
they have to pay somebody to fix
them — they don't have to worry
about getting their teeth fixed under
the Socialist system."

The Arts

Although visual technology will
continue to enhance the arts in the
1990s, an appreciation of the arts in
their truest forms will remain con
stant, said Dr. Richard R. Ranta, dean
of MSU's College of Communication
and Fine Arts.
"In the '90s and into the coming
century, I thinkpeople will be involved
in various artistic projects as creative
outlets and social releases because of
the impact technology hasmade upon
what we have come to see asa normal
work life," he said.
Dr. Ranta addedthat manygraphic
artists are turning to electronic and
digital devices to create work.
"Artists are going to use all the
various tools that have ever been and
Eastern Europe
ever will be because they tend to look
The dismantling of the Eastern for different kinds of patterns and
European Communist bloc will mean mixtures toget differentexperimenta
a lessening of American influence on tions," he said.
the continent, says Dr. H. Pierre
"There will be additional tools, but
Secher. "The danger is, we will turn that doesn't mean the old techniques
away from Europe,"said Dr. Secher, a will go out of use."
political science professor. "That will
be bad because it will leave Europe to
the Soviets. Europe will be lost by
default."
Dr. Secher, who recently traveled
throughout Europe, says the wave of Capitol Idea
falling Communist governments continued from page 7
should have come as no surprise. The says she alsoenjoyed being aninsider
collapse of Communist governments on Capitol Hill.
in Eastern Europe was actually the
"We were doing the things other
result of years of unrest.
people were reading about in newspa
"There were all sorts of signs that pers and watching on TV," she said.
the Eastern countries were veering "Just being in the hubbub — beating
away from Russia," he said. "All they the deadline and pushingbills through
needed was apush and the push came — was exciting."
from (Soviet President Mikhail) Gor
According to Dr. King, approxi
bachev."
mately 15 students participate in the
Dr. Secher said, however, that the program each year. Admission is
new freedoms probably will not mean competitive. In addition to proving

strike and gatheringinformation fora
academic eligibility, applicants must from legislators.
collection. Led byformer MSU profes
"How muchthe studentsultimately sor David Yellin and his wife Carol
be interviewed by a panel of faculty
learn is up to them," Dr. King said. Lynn, the Search for Meaning Com
members.
Each student chosen for the pro "This isexperiential learning—learn mittee was composed of ordinary citi
gram is assigned to work with two ing through experience. And in this zens who sought to document the his
Shelby County representatives or one situation more than any other, the toric 65-day period.
burden is on the students.They get as
senator.
"The Sanitation Workers' Strike
"We try to match up students' ca much out of it as they put into it."
Collection captures and preserves the
While mostof the program's alumni moods and reactions, the intangible
reer interests with legislative respon
sibility as much as possible," said Dr. have used their knowledge of state feelings, as well as the actual events
King. "For instance, a student who government to augment non-political surrounding the strike and Dr. King's
wants to goto law school may workfor careers, at least two interns have en assassination," explained Michele
a legislator who serves on a judiciary tered the political arena. Brad Martin Fagan, curator of MSU's Special Col
committee; a business major may be and Roscoe Dixon, both interns in the lections and guardian of the 52 con
matched with a member of the Com 1970s, eventually became legislators. tainers of strike-related material.
Martin, who was elected a state rep "Much ofwhat theSearch for Meaning
merce Committee."
Students work Monday through resentative before his 21st birthday, Committee gathered during that time
Thursday during the legislative ses is now chairman of Tennessee's would not have been available for
sion, returning to Memphis State Republican Party. Dixon, who has anyone to collect two, five or 10 years
each Friday for a seminar with Dr. served in Tennessee's legislature for later. Most of these materials would
King. Interns must read a collection the past eight years, is vice chair have disappeared, even from mem
of books and articles about state gov man of the House General Welfare ory."
ernment. At the seminar, students Committee and chairman of the
discuss the reading material as well Tennessee Black Caucus.
Rep. Mike Kernell has used MSU
as their experiences in Nashville.
Instead of requiring students to interns every year since 1974. Even
though
the internship program pro
prepare for the program by taking
specific prerequisites, the seminar is vides valuable assistance to legisla
tors
and
their overburdened staffs,
taken concurrently with the intern
Kernell saysthe program's chiefvalue
ship experience.
lies
in
the
educational opportunity
"If we said that everyone had to
take American Government or State offered to young people.
"All
students,
regardless of their
and Local Government before apply
ing to theprogram, we'd be limiting it majors, should learn about state gov
he
said.
"The internship
ernment,"
to political science majors or to those
who, as freshmen,had the foresight to program teaches them how the proc
ess
works.
So
if
students
have any
take these courses," said Dr. King.
As a result, he says, the group of interest at all in government — in
what's
going
on,
or
how
it
will
affect
legislative interns is diverse — al
though a few are history or political their future professions — they really
should
get
into
the
program.
science majors, most participants
"The experience," he said, "will go
have majors in other disciplines.
As part of the academic require with them the rest of their lives."||
Photo by Ernest C. Withers
ments, each intern must write a paper
analyzing one issue before the Gen
Because trash had not been col
eral Assembly. The student tracks a
lected during the strike, committee
bill through the legislative process —
members easily compiled complete
noting opposition or compromises Standing at the River
files of newspapers and immediately
made to keep the issue alive, and continued from page 11
began cataloguing stories. These pa
whether or not the bill is eventually
pers were initially storedat the Yellin
passed into law.
home, butsoon theproject expandedto
"The final product," said Dr. King, Broadcasting System series about
include film footage, photographs,
America's
racial
conflicts,
Eyes
on
the
"should indicate that the students
magazines, artifacts relating to the
know more about not only this Prize II.
strike and taped interviews. Later
At
the
time
of
his
death,
Dr.
Martin
particular issue, but the whole leg
more than 140 magazines and anesti
islative process. Itdemonstrates what Luther King Jr. was in Memphis to
mated 60,000 feet of film were added.
lend
support
to
striking
workers.
Two
they've learned about the nuances of
weeks afterhis assassination,approxi Approximately 4,000 items, ranging
the process."
from churchbulletins tobumper stick
mately
80
Memphis
citizens
began
Grades are based on the research
ers to hate mail, were catalogued in
paper, a final exam and an evaluation examining media coverage of the
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the artifacts file. Even anecdotes rele
The collection has become an im
vant to events of the period were col portant researchtool usedin thestudy
lected. These included comments, of theAmerican civilrights movement.
overheard remarks, "sick jokes," eye In 1977, the research team from the
witness reports of incidents and first- Select Committee on Assassinations
person accounts of experiences.
of the U.S. House of Representatives
Audio-taped interviewswith people spent three weeks combing through
involved in activities related to the the material.
strike form the heart ofthe collection.
Researchers from networkssuch as
Interviews were conducted with city Fox Televisionand ThamesTelevision
council members, business leaders, of London, England, have used the
union officials, ministers, attorneys archival information. Many newspa
and even domestic
employees. These oral
interviews by mem
bers of the volunteer
committee are found
on more than 350
audio tapes, an esti
mated listening time
of 300 hours. Verified
transcripts of the
tapes total 8,000
pages. Newspaper
clippings andrelevant
biographical informa
tion about each of the
more than 150 people
interviewed was also
included. By talking
with a large cross sec
tion of people affected
by the strike, a more
complete picture of Photo by Bob Williams
this period has been
preserved.
pers such as the Washington Post and
"The marvelous thing was the the Chicago Tribune have requested
taped interviews," said Joan Bei- information contained in the collec
fuss, an MSU English instructor tion. Scholars from places as distant
who served as research coordinator as New Zealand and Northern Ireland
for the project. "It was wonderful have used the collection in research. It
because people talked to us and we was alsostudied extensivelyby author
did it so quickly. The taping began David J. Garrow, who won the 1987
three weeks after Dr. King was Pulitzer Prize in biography for his
killed and continued all summer.
book, Bearing the Cross: Martin
"That means we got people's ideas, Luther King, Jr., and the Southern
gut reactions and impressions before Christian Leadership Conference.
they had time to be analyzed and
Memphis State became involved
changed. What wegot onthose tapes is with this historical project soon after
raw data. It is the only collection I Dr. King's assassination. Although
know of that was done immediately." many committee members had ties to
After spending years working with the University, MSU offered direct
the project, Beifuss produced a book, support in May of 1968 by making a
At the River I Stand, which she ini suite of offices available in a Univer
tially published in 1985. Recently the sity-owned building. In July of 1971,
book was included in an 18-volume the National Endowment for the Hu
series on Dr. King and the civil rights manities funded the archival project
movement and will be reissued by St. and assigned Memphis State the
Luke's Press of Memphis later this collection's permanent custodian.
year.
"The collection was a remarkable
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thing and it is true that I don't know
where there is anything like it," said
Beifuss, who admittedly "lived" the
whole project for a couple of years.
"This is the only place I know where
citizens from their own community
attempted to look at theircommunity.
"I think this collection belongs in
Memphis," she continued. "This col
lection is an incredible academic re
source which captures a moment in
history and it catches it awfully well."

i

T-Shirts
continued, from page 9

said. "You may want to wear designer
jeans witha humorousT-shirt to show
that youhave goodtaste anda sense of
humor."
A T-shirt can convey its wearer's
taste in music.
"The RollingStones tourT-shirt was
very popular," she said. "The actual
cost of the shirt was in no way near
what consumers were willing to pay
for it.To theRolling Stones'fans' sense
of value, in terms of expressing musi
cal taste, it wasn't just a T-shirt to
wear, it was a STONES T-shirt."
The interest in expressing oneself
is not new, Dr. Cornwell said. "People
have always enjoyed communication.
They want to tell people something
about themselves. The desire to com
municate began at least as early as
cave drawings,"Dr. Cornwell said."We
always enjoy identification of self, and
we do that in different ways."

Video Magic
continued from page 13

directors or designers," said Watkins.
"But out of each class, there is a
percentage of students who are so en
amored by it that they are determined
that's what they're going to do. In
addition to the basic courses, we offer
workshops and special topics courses
so they can follow it further."
Watkins says design students who

the Meeman Field Station.
become captivatedby computergraph ten and performed by Watkins. While
The field station is in what ecoloics invariably pursue careers in the the video's theme may be elementary,
gists call a transition zone between
field. Many graduates have accepted the technology which produced it is so
the
Mississippi River Valleyand the
jobs with advertising agencies, print phisticated, requiring countless hours
West Tennessee Plain.
ing companies or design studios. Oth of work to produce the finished product.
"Where
differenthabitats cometo
Watkins says his interest in anima
ers have found employment with pri
gether likethis, youhave someinter
vate businesses. For example, MSU tion began when he was a child and
esting
situations,"
Dr. Kennedy said.
student Dane Williams works at Fed increased as he learned more about art.
The Mississippi Flyway, a migra
"I used to dreamhow I could get some
eral Express, where he creates ani
tion
route
for
ducks
and geese,passes
time on a computer and tryout some of
mated graphics for flight training.
over the field station. In winter
Since he began studying computer my crazyideas,"he said."Then came the
months,
waterfowl
throng to the
graphics five years ago, Watkins has advent of the microcomputer and all
nearby ponds and lakes.
used the technology in a number of this powerful software.
"Within 90 or100 miles, there are
"Computer
graphics
is
a
fascinating
ways. In addition togenerating graph
thousands of acres of wetlands for
ics forthe scoreboardin theMid-South and wonderful kind of thing — it's
scientists to work in," Dr. Kennedy
Coliseum and Liberty Bowl Memorial something thatI wouldnot havewanted
said. "They could have looked for
Stadium, he has produced animation to miss."®
years andnot founda betterplace for
for such organizations as the Holiday
a field station."
Corporation (now Promus Companies
The propertyis littlechanged from
Inc.), Kroger and the Hemophilia
the days when Meeman lived there,
Foundation.
although a metal building housing
Watkins hasalso adoptedhigh-tech
Wild Side
laboratories, classrooms, storage
methods for producing conventional
continued from page 15
rooms and dormitory rooms was
artwork. He planshis paintingsby us
constructed several years ago.
ing the computer as an electronic
A grove of trees has been planted
sketchbook — varying composition, types of ecological study.
The property, which is about a mile near the field station entrance as
color and contrast and storing several
part
of a long-term study. Dr. Neil
from the Mississippi River, adjoins the
versions for future reference.
Miller, a professorof biology, islook
"The computer, as a planning tool 13,000-acre Meeman-Shelby Forest
ing
for
ways to improve Tennessee's
and visualizing aid, saves me a lot of State Park and Wildlife Management
native black walnut, tulip poplar,
time and lets me quickly see how an Area. The region teems with deer, tur
sycamore
and loblolly pines. The
idea is going to look before I spend keys, raccoons, birds,reptiles and other
project is sponsored by the Tennes
wildlife.
weeks executing it," he said.
see
Division
of Forestry, U.S. Forest
Its proximityto theMississippi River
For the pastyear Watkinshas been
Service, Tennessee Wildlife Re
researching ways to produce charac makes the Meeman Field Station an
sources
Agency
and the Tennessee
ter animation using computer graph ideal sitefor researchprojects relatedto
River Pulp and Paper Co.
ics. In traditional film animation — the river and its tributaries, says Dr.
Dr. Miller says the field station is
Payne.
"There
is
considerable
interest
such as the cartoons produced by
Disney and Warner Brothers — each in pesticide concentrations in fish," he
frame is sketched by an artist. After said. "We have a research boat at the
Below: the former home of
Edward Meeman at the
being drawn on acetate, the charac station andaccess into the river is read
Meeman Biological Field
ters are overlaid on a painted back ily available."
Station. (Illustration by
Dr. Paynesays amonitoring program
ground. Twenty-four different draw
Myrna Caban, MSU
ings must be rendered foreach second that wouldkeep trackof toxicsubstances
graduate student)
in theriver andits fish could bebased at
of film.
"Any kindof animationis extremely
time consuming," said Watkins. "Al
though somespectacular, almostmagi
cal effects—like gleaming logosflying
through space — are being produced
by computer graphics systems, very
little hasbeen done to produce charac
ter animation comparable to that pro
duced using traditional techniques."
Recently Watkinscompleted acom
puter-generated music video, which
he presentedto his five-year-old daugh
ter. The video's animated characters,
playful dinosaurs named Donny and
Bronty, romp and danceto musicwrit

a priceless asset for ecological scien
"Memphis State wants to be part of tional students office.Foreign student
tists.
solving some of these environmental enrollment has more than doubled
"It's a piece of time — a book, and and ecological problems," he noted. since 1982, an experience similar to
we're allowedto watchthe pagesturn," "There are no short-term fixes for the dozens of other major American uni
he said. "We can start a study and we environment. You have to study these versities, she says. The spring 1990
have time to follow it through for dec problems on a long-term basis. That's enrollment at Memphis State was
ades."
what a field station is all about." |j|
507, with more than 300 studying
According to Dr. Miller, the field
for graduate degrees.
station's isolation gives researchers
Taiwan, with 130 students, leads
control over their experiments.
the list of nations sending students to
"We really have something that we
Memphis State, followed by Malaysia
have virtual control over and we can International
with 109; China with 55 and India
allow nature to work on its own with continued from page 17
with 51 students.
out interference frompeople," hesaid.
Dr. Inglis says business and engi
In another area of the field station, international studies.
neering are among the most popular
Dr. Beverly Collins, a botanist and
"There was no formal exchange graduate programs for foreign stu
ecologist, is charting the evolution of program at all," Dr. MusKelleysaid. A dents. The MSU Center for Earth
an abandoned corn field.
few studentssigned upfor foreignstudy quake Research and Information and
"She's studying the changes that programs sponsored by other univer the new program in biomedical engi
occur during natural reforestation," sities, but participation was sporadic, neering are also attracting more for
said Dr. Kennedy.
he said.
eign students.
Dr. Kennedy has also based a vari
Memphis State is now a member of
Faculty members participate in
ety of research projects at the field
the International Student Exchange international programs in anumber of
station, including a current study of
Program (ISEP), which helps arrange ways.
raccoon habitat. Hetraps and tagsthe one-to-one exchangesbetween univer
Dr. William H. N. Gutzke, an asso
animals, then releases them.
sities in the United Statesand foreign ciate professor of biology, has been
Although his raccoon study may institutions. Dr. MusKelley says one conducting research on endangered
seem to be important only to hunters, MSU student participated in the ex tortoises on the Galapagos Islands off
Dr. Kennedy says the research is part change in 1988 and another expects the coast ofEcuador for severalyears.
of a massive effort amongscientists to to attend a foreign school this year.
Gordon Osingand Dr. CharlesHall,
understand the world.
Dr. MusKelley says participation both of the English Department, are
'We have to be able to understand among MSU students should increase teaching in foreign universities as
the whole system," Dr. Kennedy said. as word of the program spreads.
Fulbright visiting professors. Osing is
"As the human population increases
More than 200 universities in 35 teaching in HongKong and Dr. Hall is
and wildlife habitat disappears, we nations are members of ISEP. Dr. spending theacademic yearin Czecho
have to be able to understand how to
MusKelley says language barriers, slovakia.
manage the entire system so that all
high tuitioncosts andconfusing proce
In recent years, other MSU profes
species can continue to survive."
dures often prevent students from sors haveparticipated inthe Fulbright
Seemingly minor research projects arranging foreign study programs on program. Dr. Thomas Carlson, a pro
involving little-known species are far their own.
fessor of English, spent two years in
more than scientific busywork, Dr.
Dr. MusKelley administers several Romania and Dr. MaryJane Fenwick,
Kennedy says. The human species other international programs, includ an assistant professor of Spanish,
must shareits habitat withmany other ing an intensive English course for taught in Mexico.
species with interlockinginterests, he foreign students who plan to study in
The Fulbright program and other
said.
the United States and semiannual exchange arrangements for faculty
Graduate student Diana Garlandis intensive foreign language weekends members helpboth professorsand their
examing the chromosome structure of for English-speaking students.
students, says Dr. Ramsey Fowler,
the short-tailed shrew that prolifer
The intensive foreign language dean of MSU's University College.
ates in the field station's forests.
courses arepopular withbusinessmen
"Sending professors back and forth
"Why study shrews?" said Dr. Ken who travel in other countries, Dr. between Memphis State and foreign
nedy. "The information we learn from MusKelley says.Students inthe week institutions is valuable," said Dr.
studying those species may contain
end courseshave comparedthe experi Fowler, who is one of several MSU
information that affects the human
ence to taking adrink from a fire hose. faculty members who have taught for
species."
Classes in Chinese, French, German, a semester at Huazhong Normal Uni
The MeemanField Stationprovides Portuguese, Japanese and Spanish versity in China. "Anytime you be
opportunities forscientists toconsider were offered earlier this year.
come familiar with another culture,
shrews and raccoons, deer and tree
The number of foreign students you improve yourself. I am ever so
frogs in their own habitat under situ enrolling at Memphis State has in hopeful that we cando the same thing
ations that cannot be duplicated in a
creased dramatically, saysDr. Marga with students. That's a joyful pros
laboratory, Dr. Kennedy says.
ret J. Inglis, who directs the interna pect." §
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Thanks
For the
Commitment
These Memphis State University volun
teers have called alumni, supporters and
friends in Memphis, the Mid-South and
across the U.S. from Hawaii to Maine.
They have played a significant role
year after year in raising money for the
Annual Campaign — to help fund schol
arships, fellowships and many other
programs for Memphis State.
As we salute you — the donor — for
your support of our University, let's
salute them — the volunteers — for their
persistence and hard work.
After all, they're committed because
you're committed!
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